
Science 

Evolution and Inheritance:-  Read through the PowerPoint about Mr 

Men and Little Miss– workout who the parents of the offspring are! 

Then create 6 more characters using the inherited characteristics 

from their parents!  

Living things and their habitats–  Create a glossary-

words chosen for you! All the words link to our   

science topics of Evolution, Inheritance and      

Classification.  

Scientist 

Continue to complete a home learning project on a famous sci-

entist-Year 6 is Charles Darwin. You can complete this as crea-

tively as you want to. Produce a fact-file, a 

PowerPoint, make a video, sketch, write-be 

your usual creative, individual selves.  

Computing 

https://studio.code.org/s/express-2019?

section_id=2793409  

Using the link above-this will take you to a Computing 

Website where there are many different sections. Work 

through the lessons on the ‘Warm-up’ section called Dance 

Party 

D.T. 

Food Technology 

As many of you are cooking and baking more whilst 

at home, please write a recipe for your favourite food 

item to make or bake! It can be sweet or savoury, a 

meal or a snack! Please add photos of you actually 

creating it if you are able to! Master 

Chefs at the ready!  

Who do you 

think you 

are? 
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Art 

Animal Art Symmetry 

Using one of the examples in the pack choose the     

animal you would like and draw the other of half 

of its face-Try to keep it as symmetrical as        

possible! Use any medium you wish to add some 

colour or if you would prefer to leave it as a pencil 

sketch then that is also ok! Happy drawing! 

 

RE 

So far you have read/watched three parables based on the teachings of 

Jesus-now choose another parable and answer the following questions: 

1. Why did you choose that particular parable? 

2. What are the key messages in the parable? 

3. What impact does the story have on todays society? 

 


